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https://oxcadatresources.com Guidance for remote working 
and short videos
Register and login for training 
videos and therapy materials 
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Questionnaires/ materials
n Posttraumatic Cognitions Inventory (brief PTCI)
n Qualities of Unwanted Memories (Nowness!) 
n Brief Response to Intrusions Questionnaire
n Brief Safety Behaviours Questionnaire

n Information for patients/ for significant others
n Hot Spot Updating forms
n Record Sheet for Noting Behavioural Experiments
n Blueprint
n Guidance for remote working
In handout and also available at OxCADAT resources 
website: https://oxcadatresources.com
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Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
n Response to traumatic event
n Strict definition of trauma 

n Reexperiencing
n Avoidance
n Perception of threat/ Hyperarousal

DSM-IV Numbing part of avoidance cluster
DSM-5: Negative changes in cognitions and mood

ICD-11: Problems with affect regulation, self diminished, 
defeated, worthless; difficulties sustaining relationships 
(Complex PTSD)
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Forms of reexperiencing

n Pictures, sounds, smells, tastes
n Physical sensations and reactions, including pain, 

faintness
n Gestures, posture, flight reactions

n Flashbacks, dreams, emotion without recollection

n Rumination ≠ intrusive memories

n Often signals of beginning of trauma or its worst moments
(warning signals)
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Recovery from PTSD symptoms after
different types of trauma 

Kessler et al. European Journal of Psychotraumatology (2017)

25 – 40% recover in first year
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Natural Course of PTSD Symptoms: 
Treatment Implications

n Many people recover on their own

n Treatment model developed for people who 
become “stuck” in their recovery – focus on 
identifying and reversing maintaining factors
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A COGNITIVE  MODEL  OF  PTSD
Ehlers & Clark, 2000, Behav. Res. Ther. 38, 319-345

The Puzzle
Anxiety is about future threat.  PTSD is to do with 
memory for a past event.

Solution
Individuals are processing/ remembering the trauma 
and/or its sequelae in a way which poses a serious 
current threat to self.
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Ehlers & Clark (2000) model

Two processes lead to a sense of current
threat

n Highly idiosyncratic meaning (appraisals) of the
trauma and/or its sequelae

n Reexperiencing of disjointed moments from the
trauma easily triggered due to poor inhibition
(poor elaboration), strong priming and
conditioning

9
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Ehlers & Clark (2000) model

n Patient uses strategies that are intended 
to control the threat or symptoms, but 
maintain the disorder. These are 
meaningfully linked to appraisals.

e.g., thought suppression, rumination, 
hypervigilance, avoidance, safety 
behaviours, substance use
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Treatment Goals - Ehlers & Clark (2000)
Trauma memory
elaborate

Appraisals of trauma and/or 
sequelae 

identify and modify

Current threat
intrusions
arousal
Strong emotions
reduce

Dysfunctional behaviours/ cognitive strategies give up

Triggers

discriminate
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Problematic appraisals (personal meanings) 
leading to sense of current threat

§ Trauma is a horrific experience - empathy and
support

§ Cognitive therapy for distorted meanings (including
those that did not come true but are reexperienced)

§ Most commonly about self (“I am a bad person”)
§ Also: External threat (“I will be assaulted again”)

§ HIGHLY IDIOSYNCRATIC! 
§ Elicit with questions: What was the worst about 

this? If that had happened, what would that mean to 
you? What would that say about you as a person?

12
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Recall of Trauma in PTSD
n Parts of memory disjointed/ lack of updating  
n Confusion about order of events
n Important details may be missing
n False information can be encoded as true
Clinical implications: 
n To restructure problematic meanings, we 

need to access the relevant moments in 
memory and update meanings

n Moments that are reexperienced may be 
missing from account of trauma
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Why does memory content appear to 
happen NOW?
Hypothesis:
Autobiographical memory for worst moments of
trauma is disjointed from other autobiographical
information and not sufficiently elaborated

-> Poor inhibition of unintentional memories
-> Retrieval without context

Moment remains threatening as meaning not 
updated

Clinical implication: Update memories
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Triggers of Reexperiencing
n often no meaningful association (temporal)
n sensory overlap (one channel sufficient)

Memory processes suspected to contribute
(priming, generalisation) result in poor
discrimination between reminders and original 
trauma cues

Clinical implication: improve discrimination of
triggers

15
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What happens in CT-PTSD?
n Focus on trauma – current threat
n Changing emotions by changing cognitions

Core interventions:
n Individually tailored case formulation
n Reclaiming your life assignments
n Guided discovery and behavioural experiments to 

change problematic appraisals and maintaining 
behaviors/ cognitive strategies

n Updating trauma memories
n Identification and discrimination of triggers
n Site visit
n Blueprint
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Treatment components CT-PTSD

Reclaiming your Life

Memory      
Updating

Trigger 
Discrimination

Modify 
Appraisals 
that lead to 
current 
threat

Modify Behaviours 
that  prevent change
or worsen symptoms
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What happens in CT-PTSD – cont.
Cognitive work closely interwoven with memory work, depends on 
emotions and underlying cognitive themes:

Overgeneralized sense of risk: Behavioural experiments to test patient’s predictions 
while dropping safety behaviours and hypervigilance

Shame: Surveys to discover other people’s view

Preoccupation with anger: anger letter and cost-benefit analysis.

Self-Blame: Identifying contribution of other people/ situational factors to event, pie-
charts

Mental defeat/humiliation: focus on intention of perpetrator to humiliate, perpetrator in 
the wrong, address self-criticism

Traumatic loss: Imagery of deceased at peace, conversation with deceased, 
carrying essence of deceased with you, 

DETAILS DAY 2 
SOME OF THIS WORK CAN BE DONE TO PREPARE FOR MEMORY WORK 

18
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What does NOT happen in CT-PTSD

n Repeated exposure to promote habituation

n Exposure hierarchies

n Rating anxiety in feared situations (SUDS)

n Thought records

n Rehearsal of rational responses (self-instruction)
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Possible structure of weekly treatment if 
some updates straightforward 
n Diagnostic assessment

n #1 – Cognitive assessment
¨ Normalization of symptoms 
¨ Individualized model of maintaining factors and treatment 

rationale
¨ Reclaiming your life
¨ Outline of event and first discussion about worst moments

n #2
¨ Revisit trauma memory (reliving or narrative) 
¨ Identify hotspots (start updating if straightforward updates)
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Possible structure of weekly treatment 
if some updates straightforward cont.
n #3

¨ Address one cognitive theme from hot spot at a time
¨ Update hot spots 

n #4
¨ Update hot spots
¨ Discriminating triggers (then vs. now)

n #5+
¨ Continue to address cognitive themes and 

discriminating triggers
¨ In vivo work (e.g., triggers, behavioural experiments, 

site visit often around #8 or #9)
n Up to 12 weekly sessions + up to 3 monthly sessions

n More sessions for multiple trauma

21
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However, no fixed session by session 
structure - adapted to patient and 
cognitive themes, common variations:
n Trigger discrimination first for patients who dissociate

n Working on widening perspective (perpetrator or other 
contributing factors) in shame and mental defeat

n Talking about deceased and relationship in traumatic 
bereavement

n FOCUS ON PERCEIVED CURRENT THREAT 
THROUGHOUT

22

CT for PTSD: Effect sizes d for change in 
PTSD symptoms pre to post treatment
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General Aspects of Treatment CT-PTSD
n Up to 12 weekly sessions if current PTSD caused by a few

traumas (plus up to 3 monthly boosters), 90 min sessions for
trauma work

n Alternatively, 7-day treatment plus boosters
n New self-study assisted brief version, and internet-delivered iCT
n More sessions for multiple trauma

n Record each session, patient listens to recording as homework

n Weekly questionnaires to track improvement
n Regular process measures (belief ratings, PTCI, RIQ, SBQ, 

qualities of intrusive memories)
n Belief ratings and nowness of memories ratings to track change

in cognitive processes

24
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1.THERAPY CONTEXT AND RELATIONSHIP

• Safe Environment

• Obvious empathy

• Therapist: on patient’s side and 
comfortable with detail

25

2. ASSESSMENT

• Current problems & symptoms
• Brief description of event
• Impact of trauma on life, what has been most 

difficult since?
• Is PTSD the main problem?
• Co-morbidity/prior trauma
• Physical consequences of trauma/ other losses
• Risk assessment
• Goals
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Initial exploration of maintaining factors

n Cognitive themes (PTCI, worst moments, content of 
intrusions, misinterpretations of symptoms?)

n How disjointed is the memory? Is patient confused 
about what happened?

n Maintaining behaviors/ cognitive strategies
(What do you do if memories of the trauma pop into 
your mind? Rumination, avoidance & safety 
behaviours, numbing (substances), thought 
suppression)

27
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3. CORE PROCEDURE: GENERAL 
RATIONALE AND INDIVIDUALIZED 
FORMULATION

• PTSD symptoms are a common reaction 
to  an abnormal situation

• Ways patient has so far used to deal with 
trauma memory make sense but may be 
maintaining the reaction

• Treatment involves reversing the 
maintaining factors

28

Therapist summary of individualised case formulation 
based on Ehlers & Clark (2000) – ICU trauma

Trauma memory Disjointed, no 
temporal orientation, rich sensory 
detail (beeping, PPE), strong 
physical sensations, delirium 

Appraisals of trauma and/or sequelae 
Then: “The staff are trying to kill/torture me”, 
“I’m being ignored/abandoned”, “I am dying”
Since: “I am losing my mind”, “I cannot trust 
medical professionals”, “I will get ill again”

Current threat
Intrusions, affect without 
recollection

panic, breathless, 
nightmares, confusion, high 
alertness

Dysfunctional behaviours/ cognitive strategies: avoid health professionals, rumination about 
what happened, social withdrawal, suppression, substance use, checking body

Triggers
Sounds, disinfectant smell 
blue, lying on stomach, 
medical appointments

Murray et al. (2020). CT-PTSD following critical illness and ICU admission. The Cognitive Behaviour
Therapist, vol 13, e13

29

Example of maintenance cycle
shared with patient
Memory of being alone in hospital
Feeling abandoned

“Nobody cares about me”

Avoid friends
Don’t return phone callsFewer invitations and calls

30
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• Many of the client’s current symptoms are caused by problems in the 
trauma memory. Therapy will help the client with getting the memory in 
a shape where it no longer pops up as frequent unwanted memories 
and feels like a memory of the past rather than something that is 
happening now.

• The memory of the trauma and what happened in its aftermath 
influences the clients’ current view of themselves and the world. The 
client perceives a threat; a threat from the outside world, a threat to their 
view of themselves, or both. In therapy, the therapist and client will 
discuss whether these conclusions are fair representations of reality and 
consider the possibility that the trauma memory colors their perception 
of reality.

• Some of the strategies that the client has used so far to control the 
symptoms and threat are understandable, but counterproductive and 
maintain the problem. In therapy, the client will experiment with 
replacing these strategies with other behaviors that may be more 
helpful.

Individualized formulation 
(using the client’s words as much as possible): 

31

Video:  Thought Suppression

32

4. THOUGHT SUPPRESSION

• Effortful suppression increases intrusions & 
decreases perceived control

• Do experiment in session (experiential 
demonstration)

• If being done to prevent feared outcome then reverse 
as behavioural experiment

• Homework: experiment with letting intrusions 
come and go; train going through station 
analogy (not in ruminators)

33
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Example of Maintenance Cycle 
shared with Patient: Suppression

Wild et al. (in press). Treating Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Remotely with Cognitive Therapy 
for PTSD. European Journal of Psychotraumatology.
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5. EDUCATION/ INFORMATION

• Normalise reactions (and give handout, 
highlight most relevant sections)

• Explain how memory, police, ambulance and 
hospital procedures, drugs, etc. work

35

6. CORE PROCEDURE: RECLAIMING/ 
REBUILDING  YOUR  LIFE

• Patient: In limbo/stuck; perceived permanent change 
(e.g.,‘I will never have a meaningful life again’)

• Access to memories of ‘old’ self difficult
• Start a.s.a.p., help retrieval of ‘old’ self memories and 

create hope
• Link to goals

36
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Examples Reclaiming/Rebuilding your Life

n Buy running shoes, go swimming, gym
n Go to park with children
n Ring up an old friend
n Visit mother
n Enquire about courses, voluntary work, jobs 

Sometimes discussion of appraisals that hold patient 
back may be necessary, role play conversation 
with others
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Helpful Questions 

n What did you used to enjoy before the trauma? 
n What was important to you? 

n What was a typical week like? 
n How did you spend your time? 
n What would you like to do again?

Explore: relaxation, enjoyment, exercise, self care, social life, 
hobbies, work/study/learning

38

Identify blocking thoughts 

“I’ll be attacked again”, “ I 
feel too low”, 
“I don’t have the energy”, 
“people think I’m crazy 
when I jump in public”

Blocking 
Thoughts

Is there anything that would 
get in the way of your doing 
x/y?

What might stop you?
What got in the way?

39
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Flashcards
Flashcard created 

Electronic flashcards can be 
stored as phone or laptop 

wallpaper

40

Clinical Example: Fatima 

Fatima

PTSD

Depression

Agoraphobia 

Violent assault at work by two men

‘I’m no longer a person’
‘I’ve lost myself’, Rumination
Stopped working & reduced activity 

Key features
PTSD, Major Depression, Agoraphobia

‘The world is unsafe, If I go outside 
Ill be attacked again’

41

Weekly planners

42
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Video Reclaiming Your Life

See also training video on reclaiming your life 
https://oxcadatresources.com
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7. CORE PROCEDURE: UPDATING TRAUMA 
MEMORIES 
Step 1: Accessing the worst moments of trauma

Revisiting trauma - Therapist facilitates optimal level of 
engagement, patient needs to stay aware of present.

• Function 1: Access problematic meanings and change 
them in the memory (rather than as a mere intellectual 
insight).

• Function 2: Generate information that helps put 
meanings in perspective (e.g., reconstruct sequence of 
events, access “forgotten” details)

• Function 3: For some patients, behavioural experiment 
to test beliefs about catastrophic consequences
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Revisiting Trauma: 
Strengths of Reliving vs Narrative

Reliving
n Access emotions
n Access important 

details
n “Felt change” in 

meaning

Narrative
n Confusion about 

temporal order
n Understanding how 

things followed from 
each other

n Long trauma – to 
identify hot spots in long 
sequence of events

n Strong dissociation, no 
contact to present 
reality 

45
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Important to remember for memory
work in PTSD
n Goal: Revisiting the trauma in a way that helps retrieval

of important moments and meanings, NOT to induce
flashbacks

n Patient needs to stay aware of present safe environment
throughout

n Patient in control over pace, DO NOT PUSH INTO 
RELIVING. If patient has reservations, explore beliefs
and address first

n For certain cognitive themes (e.g., linked to mental 
defeat, traumatic loss), cognitive preparation of memory
work, see DAY 2)
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IMAGINAL RELIVING: PROCEDURE

- Give rationale, overfull cupboard and other metaphors 
useful

- Like video replay with thoughts and feelings, as realistic 
as possible

- For most people: eyes closed and present tense

- Therapist: Supportive remarks, ask questions to help 
patient stay with it: how does that feel, where do you feel 
that, what is going through your mind?

- Occasional ratings of distress and nowness
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IMAGINAL RELIVING - PROCEDURE (CONT.)

- If short event: Start going through whole event, discuss, 
repeat. Repeat often more detailed and emotional. 

- For very long event, consider doing narrative (or timeline) 
first to find relevant moments.

- After each reliving, discuss experience and observed 
changes, new things the patient remembered or realised, 
discuss worst moments and their meanings (“hot spots”)

- Usually two to three relivings needed to identify hotspots 
and their meanings for a trauma

- Update straightforward hot spots when identified
- Homework: listen to recording (if safe)

48
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Questions after reliving
n "When we went through the trauma/ this moment just 

now, how distressing was it for you, on a scale where 0 
is not distressing at all and 100 extremely distressing“?

n And how much did you feel that it was happening now
rather than being something from the past, on a scale
from 0 to 100‘?

n "Were you doing anything to hold back your feelings?“

n When meaning of hot spots identified also ask: "How
much did you believe X out of 100?“ at that moment

49

Observations during reliving

n Hints for hot spots (quiet, very emotional, 
gestures, skipping over)

n Expect same emotional reaction as during
trauma

n If patient unconscious, pain etc, reliving may
recreate the sensations

See also training video on imaginal reliving
https://oxcadatresources.com
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Narrative
n Moment-by-moment (for very long or repeated traumas

time-line can be done beforehand)
n Construct in session (white board, then computer file or

write together on computer)
n If unsure/ confused, discuss alternatives (drawings, 

reenacting)
n Fill in more details at home
n If patient used to writing can also be given as homework
See also training videos on narrative writing and timelines
https://oxcadatresources.com
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UPDATING MEMORIES PROCEDURE

Step 2:  Identify information that provides evidence 
against appraisals of worst moments or predictions 
made at the time
a. may be information from course of the event, e.g., 
- outcome was better than  expected 

(e.g., patient did not die, is not paralyzed) 
- contradictory information from course of event 

(e.g., compliance with perpetrator because he had knife)
- realization that an impression, perception was not true 

(e.g., toy gun), sometimes expert advice needed 
(e.g., car explosions, electric shock)

b. may be result of systematic cognitive restructuring, 
see DAY 2
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UPDATING TRAUMA MEMORIES
STEP 3: Insert the updating information into the relevant 

part of the trauma memory:

n Produce an updated version of written narrative, with new 
meanings (“I know now that...”);

n Incorporate restructured meanings into reliving while holding 
hotspot in mind by one or more of the following (whatever most 
convincing)
- verbal reminders
- images
- incompatible actions
- incompatible sensations

n Discuss how client can remind themselves of updates

4. After all identified hotspots have been updated, probe for further 
hotspots with “diagnostic” complete reliving/ reading through story 

53

Video Verbal Updating

n Video Gun

54
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55 |

Updating Memory Procedure

Updating using the Trauma Narrative – example remote 
working, including movement and touching of ankle to 

55

Videos Updating using 
Proprioceptive Information 
n Video Arm 1

Discussion

n Video Arm 2

56

Video Shame Hotspot

57
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What if the worst fears did 
happen?

• Acknowledge what happened and 
what is lost

• What is not lost?
• Thoughts about the meaning of the 

trauma/ loss and the future may be 
excessively negative

• It is important to look at the 
meaning of the worst moments and 
the loss and

• what the patient believes this says 
about themselves as a person or 
the world. 
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8. CORE PROCEDURE:  Trigger discrimination
• Stimuli that match stimuli present in the trauma trigger 

intrusions. Patients report obvious triggers

• Most common “hidden triggers”: low-level physical cues 
such as colour, sound, taste, smell, touch, temperature, 
movement, body position, other internal cues. Similarity 
in one sensory channel sufficient

• Step 1: Detective work to identify triggers (analyse 
context of intrusion, what is similar to trauma, diaries, 
affect without recollection)

• Step 2: Stimulus discrimination
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Exercise: Identifying triggers

n Identify triggers for different trauma types based 
on your past cases

(1) Violent personal assault (e.g. mugging)
(2) Road traffic accident (e.g. traffic collision)
(3) Sexual assault or rape 
(4) Child birth (e.g. threat to life of mother or child)
(5) Natural disaster – (e.g. severe flooding)

Consider all senses & obvious & hidden triggers

See

Smell/taste

Physical  

Hear

60
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Breaking the Link:  Then vs
Now

Notice that a memory has been triggered.
The feelings are coming from the memory.
Spot all the ways that NOW is different from THEN (trigger and 
context!, concrete, include all modes of sensations).
Enhance differences by moving in a way not possible during the 
trauma. 
Realise trauma is not happening again.

NOWTHEN

61

Trigger/Situation (brief description): Watching television, advertisement on drink 
driving

THEN NOW

Same Sound of breaking glass
Brakes squealing
Sirens

Sound of breaking glass
Brakes squealing
Sirens

Different I was in my car on motorway
Sitting in driving seat
Day-time
Couldn’t move
On my own
It was happening to me 
Real people
Couldn’t hear anyone speaking

Pain in neck and chest because of 
injuries

I’m in my sitting room at home
Sitting on sofa
Night-time
Can move around freely whenever I like
With my wife and kids
It isn’t happening to me/anyone I know
Actors
Can hear voiceover on tv, my kids arguing 
in room
No pain, not injured, I’m safe now 
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Practicing Then vs Now in therapy

Depending on levels of distress & avoidance:
n Might begin by reviewing a recent time memory 

was activated by a trigger 
n Using images, sounds, videos from internet; 

smells, tastes to practice together in session
n Practicing with real triggers in/outside 

the therapy room
n Client practices at home, applies Then 

versus Now when memory is triggered

63
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Video

n Trigger discrimination

See also training video on imaginal reliving
https://oxcadatresources.com
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9. Dissociation 
n Prevents processing of memory from today’s 

perspective, as a past event. 
n Information/ normalise, repeat message that 

symptoms are result of trauma memory in 
sessions

n Trigger discrimination before work on memory 
n Techniques to keep the client in the here and now 

(e.g. object to touch, moving head, look at moving objects, photos, 
smell, taste, listen to audio or flashcard with reminder trauma over) 

n In session, look out for signs that client is starting 
to dissociate, talk frequently, remind of here and 
now
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Dissociation continued
n Graded approach for accessing memories. 
n Time-line useful if several events or long event
n For severe dissociation usually start with writing 

narrative together (sentence by sentence, Then 
versus Now discriminatiom (e.g., movement, 
holding objects, smells), pauses with focus on 
present when needed),  

n Modified reliving (e.g., eyes open, while moving, 
Then versus Now, change perspective, visualising 
going back into body bird’s eye perspective)

66
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Dissociation continued
n Updating: Updating information may take longer 

to sink in. Need to find right channel/ wording

n Self-care

n Cloitre: Childhood sexual abuse, emotion 
regulation strategies before memory work

n Precautions/ action plan for self-harm 
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Clinical Example: Eduardo

Eduardo

PTSD

Dissociation 
Triggers

Challenges 

Violent assault at home after knock
on front door

Knocking sounds, bangs, doors, doors 
opening, laying down, pain, talking about 
trauma, blood, red liquids. 

Key features PTSD, dissociation, Major Depression

Dissociated frequently in sessions, 
many triggers in clinic building

68

Dissociation interventions

Identify signs & triggers of dissociation 

Focusing on here and now

Stepped trigger discrimination before memory work

Memory work stepped - Time line & written narrative on white board

Adaptations: Different room used, ball during reliving, reliving outside, therapist look 
out for signs (head down)

69
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Updating Hot Spot in Severe 
Dissociation

n Video round faces

See also training videos on dissociation
https://oxcadatresources.com
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10. IMAGERY: USED IN UPDATING TRAUMA 
MEMORIES AND CHANGING PERSISTENT 
INTRUSIONS  

a. Generate updating information, examples:
• Perceive from new perspective
• Explore actions not taken

b. Updating hotspots, examples:
• Run on past the worst point, give new ending
• Incorporate spiritual viewpoint
• Bring in other information from before or after trauma
• Enter body – remove dissociation

71

Imagery continued:

C. Changing persisting intrusions through imagery

Examples:

n Change intrusion to benign image from current life

n Change size/ direction of intrusive image

n Change objects in image (gun to flower)

HELPS BRING ACROSS THAT INTRUSION IS IN THE PATIENT‘s
MIND, NOT CURRENT REALITY

72
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11. CORE PROCEDURE: SITE VISIT
Very helpful for

n „Then“ versus „Now“: Site looks different = Evidence that trauma is
in the past (can be used for updating hot spots)

n Provides retrieval cues for difficult to access parts of the memory, 
watch for new meanings emerging!

n Reconstruction what exactly happened

n Often provides direct evidence against appraisals (e.g, I could have
prevented the event)

n Behavioral experiment for negative interpretation of symptoms

Can be done in graded way Google Street view or pictures first

73

Site Visit: General Points

ü Prepare carefully (helpful to use Google 
Street View beforehand to practise Then vs 
Now)

ü Only if site is safe
ü Accompany patient
ü Make predictions, check them out
ü Trigger discrimination at the site
ü Compare site to memory
ü Behavioural experiments

May need approximations first (pictures or 
therapist visit and record etc) 
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Remote
site visits

If safe to visit: 
vPhone therapist 

from site
vGo with a family 

member/co-
therapist

If outside in the UK (or many 
other countries): 
vGoogle Street View

If inside:
vFind 

images/videos 
online from the 
site/somewhere 
similar 

If outside, and no Street View 
available
vUse Google Earth to zoom 

in

75
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On a 
site visit

Notice what is 
different between 
the site NOW and 
how it was THEN (at 
the time of the 
trauma)

Look for new information to 
address appraisals

Reconstruct the trauma
‘Walk’ it through
Fill any gaps in the 
memory
Run it forward until a point 
of safety

Take a photo or 
screenshot
to capture important 
meanings

Further information:
OXCADAT resources website: Training video - ‘Site visits via images such as Google Streetview’
Murray, H., Merritt, C., & Grey, N. (2015). Returning to the scene of the trauma in PTSD treatment–why, how and when?. The Cognitive Behaviour 
Therapist, 8

“It’s daylight, the garden 
is much tidier, they’ve 
painted the windows 
white…” 

“I ran down St Leonards 
Road, past the iron 
gates…”

“We were on Forfar St when 
the bomb went off, there’s no 
way we could have got there 
in time even running full 
pace…” ”I can look at the photo 

to remind myself he 
isn’t there now. The 
place has moved on 
and so can I”

76

Video: virtual site visit

See also training videos on site visits
https://oxcadatresources.com
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Changing excessively negative appraisals 
and maintaining coping strategies 
n Guided discovery 

n Collaborative style

n Socratic questioning, widen perspective

n Consider alternatives

n Perspective of curiosity rather than simply “change of mind”

n Use individual techniques tailored to idiosyncractic meanings

n Remember that important relevant information may be from
trauma (patient is not accessing/ using that information)

n Gather evidence!

78
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Videos Guided Discovery

n Guided discovery appraisals about the self
n Guided discovery behaviours

79

12. CHANGING APPRAISALS OF HOW 
PATIENT/ WORLD CHANGED BY TRAUMA: The 
example of an overgeneralised sense of danger
n Objective risk not changed
n Situations (reminders) feel more dangerous, 

result of trauma memory
n this does not mean that the risk has changed objectively
n Evaluate/ calculate  risk 
n Identify selective attention to danger cues and role of 

hypervigilance
n Identify safety behaviours
n Behavioural experiments dropping safety behaviours and 

hypervigilance, Then versus Now

80

Overgeneralised Sense of Danger: 
Common cognitions

It’s important to 
be on guard for 
danger all the 

time

I see danger 
around every 

corner

Disaster could 
strike at any 

time

Bad things can 
happen at any 

time

I need to take 
extra care to 

keep myself & 
family safe

81
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Concept of Risk

Take lots of risksTake no risks

Where were you on this scale before the trauma?
• After the trauma?
• Where would your partner or a good friend be?
• Where would you like to be? 
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Working with Overgeneralised
Danger

Introduce concept of perceived risk and alternative interpretations

Spot and drop safety behaviours, experiential exercise 
scanning for danger

Behavioural experiments

Out-of-office behavioural experiments

Then vs Now

1

2

3

4

5
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Loosening beliefs: Probability calculation
n Chance I’ll have an accident - ‘feels’ 80%
n Times per week driven down that road: 10
n How long lived there: 4 years
n Years x weeks x occasions: 4 x 50 x 10 = 2000
n Number of accidents: 1
n Probability: 0.05%

n How I feel isn’t a good guide and is fueled by the nature of the 
memory. 

n Any change in actual likelihood of accident because had one?
¨ Safety behaviours: e.g. looking in mirror may increase 

probability
n Can ask about other accidents and also get DoT official statistics 
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Core Procedure: Behavioural
experiments 

n Identify problematic belief that maintains PTSD & agree a situation to 
test

n Specify exactly what the patient predicts will happen (concrete & 
observable, how will they know its come true?) & rate 0-100%

n Specify what the patient will do during the experiment. Identify safety 
behaviors that need to be dropped & what to do instead. 

n Conduct experiment, therapist reminds patient not to use safety 
behaviors. Use Then versus Now to keep focus on present. Look for 
evidence that the prediction did not occur (don’t focus on feelings).

n Discuss whether predicted outcome occurred & implications for the 
belief & re-rate – Reminders of outcome (e.g., photos on phone)

n Discuss remaining doubts, and design behavioral experiment to test 
them. If belief change not large, explore:
¨ If safety behaviors were used? If so re-do
¨ What would be a more convincing test
¨ what would need to happen for patient to believe the alternative belief 
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Advantages of out-of-the-office 
experiments
n Identify hidden safety behaviours
n Identify beliefs patient may struggle to verbalize in office
n Identify hidden triggers, practice then vs now
n Test key beliefs that maintain PTSD
n Stepping stone to experiments for homework
n Therapist can model experiment as a first step if needed
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Example experiment

Situation

Predictions

Experiment

Outcome

Learning

Situation Prediction Experiment Outcome Learning
Walking to 
shop

If I don’t scan for 
danger & ask a 
young man for 
the time I will be 
attacked 70%

Walking to shop,
ask young man 
for time without 
scanning him 
first

I was not 
attacked, he 
was quite nice

Maybe I’m safer than I feel I 
am. I need to try this again

Ill plan some more 
experiments to keep putting 
this to the test
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Take photo

n Still image photos 
of experiments to 
consolidate 
learning & update 
memory

88

Video Behavioural Experiment

89

Video

n Dissociation homework

90
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13. Core intervention: BLUEPRINT

n How did your problems develop?
n What kept your problems going?
n What did you learn during therapy that helped?
n What were your most unhelpful thoughts?  What are the 

helpful alternatives/ updated thoughts?
n How will you continue to build on what you learned?
n How would you deal with any set-backs in the future?
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14. Overview – Work on appraisals
n Changing appraisals of what happened

- appraisals related to  guilt/ shame
- appraisals related to anger
- appraisals related to death of others
- appraisals of degradation, mental defeat and low 
self-worth

n Changing appraisals of how self/ world has been 
changed by the trauma
- overgeneralised sense of danger
- perceived permanent change
- interpretation of symptoms
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Examples of useful cognitive techniques

n Evidence for and against
n Behavioural experiments
n Advantages / disadvantages
n Pie charts
n Surveys
n Information from other sources, e.g., police, 

significant others, statistics
n Guided imagery
n Positive data-logs

93
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15. CHANGING APPRAISALS OF WHAT 
HAPPENED - GUILT

Unrealistic sense of responsibility about:

• Fact that the event happened at all

• Fact that the person survived

• Actions/failures to act during event

• Failure to overcome symptoms
Note:  Shame may also be involved.

If person is responsible, work on overgeneralisation
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Working with Guilt

Spotting thoughts linked to guilt, often related to hotspots

Cognitive restructuring

Pie charts

Updating

Letting go of guilt

1

2

3

4

5
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GUILT: Characteristic biases/ errors
- Discounting/screening out other explanations

- Using hindsight

- Minimising own experience / symptoms at the time

- Discounting positive action

- Not thinking through alternative actions
- Superhuman standard

- Emotional reasoning

ALL LEAD TO OVERESTIMATION OF PERSONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY (if responsibility is realistic, work on 
overgeneralisation)

96
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Helpful questions:
• What other explanations might there be?

• Who else was involved
• How much power did you actually have to 

influence  what happened
• How did things appear to you at the time?

• What was the reason for you acting as you did, at the 
time?

• How could you have known what was going to 
happen?
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• How much time for reflection and choosing the best 
course of action did you have?

• What was your emotional and physical state at the time?

• What did you do that was helpful?

• If this was another person, what more would you expect 
of them?  How would you explain their behaviour?

• Apart from your feelings, what else might you take into 
account when considering how you acted?

• If patient did something wrong: When people have 
committed a crime, they receive a sentence and this 
sentence is for a limited amount of time. When do you 
think you will have felt guilty long enough to have served 
your “sentence”?
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Hindsight Bias – Guided Discovery
n Narrative useful in establishing order of events
n When did you know what was going to happen? 
n When you made this decision, was there any way to 

predict what was going to happen? 
n What would you have done if you had known what would 

happen? 
n What was the main reason why you did x and not y? 

Conclusion: patient behaved in the way they did because 
they did not know what was going to happen
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Video: Pie Chart

100

Letting go of guilt
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16. CHANGING APPRAISALS OF WHAT 
HAPPENED - SHAME

Misinterpretations about:
n How others will perceive the trauma, patient’s 

actions during the trauma and symptoms
n Own reactions violate internal standards (e.g., losing 

bladder control, sexual arousal, pleading/ complying 
with perpetrator)

n Own responsibility for the event

Important to address because:
n Shame causes people to withdraw or avoid and can 

therefore maintain symptoms
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Shame

n Useful interventions: Information, surveys, increase 
awareness of circumstances that led to one’s actions 
and symptoms (e.g., memory reconstruction and pie 
charts

n Consider whether memory work needs to be adapted if 
patients are ashamed to disclose details
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Working with Shame

Spotting thoughts linked to shame, often linked to hotspots

Normalising

Survey

Updating

Behavioural experiments and further updating

1

2

3

4

5
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Video restructuring shame

105
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17. Enduring Sense of Humiliation, 
Degradation, Low Self-Worth
n Trauma that is intentionally inflicted by other people 

(e.g., rape, torture) often involves the intent to humiliate 
the victim, for example, by degrading comments or by 
making the victim perform humiliating acts.

n During the trauma, victims often do not have the mental 
capacity to reject these experiences as irrelevant for 
their self-worth.

n Especially important when trauma inflicted at young age 
and by caregivers or prolonged trauma
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Mental Defeat

n Prolonged interpersonal trauma
n No longer human, object, wanted to die, give up
n Sense of defeat reactivated when trauma

memory is triggered
n May believe that humiliating statements are true
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Interventions
n Normalise reactions (e.g., freezing)
n Intrusive memories give impression that they are 

worthless, but this does not mean it is true (elicit 
opinions of other people who know them)

n Prepare memory work with cognitive interventions, 
methods about appraisal of other people’s views (see 
shame) and responsibility (see guilt) useful

n Shift perspective: perpetrator was wrong – what they did
reflects badly on them, not on patient

n Intention of perpetrator to humiliate, reject their
perspective
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Interventions cont.
n Update relevant hot spots, imagery helpful for updating

e.g., talking to self from today‘s perspective, assertively
rejecting perpetrator‘s view

n Address overgeneralisations: prejudice model and 
positive data log; “inner critic” – compassionate letter to 
self, self-care activities

n Address social withdrawal, rumination, reclaim/ build 
activities that give patient self-worth, consider disclosure 
to others that can offer support
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18. PREOCCUPATION WITH 
UNFAIRNESS - ANGER
n Anger is understandable reaction to PTSD.
n Empathic listening, agree not fair. DON’T rush to 

challenge. Empathize first. 
n Patient wants to be heard, often by person responsible 

for the trauma. 
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Identifying problems with anger
n Sometimes visible during therapy sessions
n Sometimes hidden & patients ashamed to express
n Monitor IES-R item ‘I felt irritable and angry’ or PCL-

5 item ‘Irritable behavior, angry outbursts, or acting 
aggressively’

n Ask patients: ‘Have you been especially irritable, or 
have you had times when it was hard to control your 
anger, e.g., you shouted or you hit someone?’

n Patients may have anger directed to perpetrator, 
others (e.g. police/hospital staff) or themselves

n Often preoccupation with unfairness and injustice 
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Risk to others?

n If patients report being irritable, the risk is often low
n Common fear uncontrollable anger may hurt others 
n Normalizing irritability as a symptom of PTSD helpful
n Subgroup of patients occasionally lost control & hit or 

hurt others. Assess risk including history of violence
n Relationship problems may also be consequence
n These patients will need anger management/control 

strategies in addition to working on the trauma memory
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ANGER: What is the anger about?
About present frustration: 
n Empathise and normalise
n Problem solving
n Reclaiming life
n Address rumination

About behaviour of others during/ after trauma: 
n Empathise and normalise
n Identify distortions
n Restructure distortions - take context into account 

(information from reliving, other information), explore 
explanations for other person’s behaviour

n Address rumination
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Problem solve/reclaiming life

n Step one: Who am I angry with? 

Jim 

Who am I 
angry with?

Intervention

Myself and the perpetrator – my life is over since 
I was run over. I used to love playing golf, 
cycling, running, I can’t do any of those things 
anymore. I’m a waste of space now.

Listening to Jim, showing empathy.
Problem solving around activity Jim could do, 
e.g. swimming.  Practicing speaking to himself 
more kindly.
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Anger: Key interventions 
Reducing preoccupation
n Being heard: Empathic listening 
n Problem solving & reclaiming life activities may help reduce 

irritability
n Cost–benefit analysis (Who gets harmed by anger?), 

disengagement and re-channeling anger
n Being heard:  Anger letter (often not posted).
n Reduce rumination 
n Anger control strategies if needed.
Memory work 
n Working on key distorted appraisals (if relevant) & updating 
n Spot triggers of irritability & discriminate them from the stimuli 

present at the time of the trauma (‘then’ versus ‘now’).
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Who does anger hurt the most?
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Cost benefit analysis of staying angry
Helpful therapy questions:

n What effect does being angry a lot have on your life?
n How much time do you spend thinking about (injustice, other 

person)?
n Has being angry and thinking about the event stopped you 

from doing other things that you would like to do?
n Does the other person know you are angry?
n Does it affect them?
n Who gets harmed by the anger?
n Does spending a lot of time being angry and thinking about 

the event help getting justice?
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Being heard: Anger letter

n Patients may feel it is important for the perpetrator to 
hear the suffering they caused. 

n An anger letter can be used – usually something that is 
not sent (although it could be) 

n Patient guided to express their feelings towards 
perpetrator, in session or homework
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Example anger letter (extract)

Driver, I cannot tell you how angry I am with you.  Because of your careless 
mistake I have been stuck unable to exercise, in constant pain.  In and out of 
hospital for the last year. You have just been getting on with your life – it is so 
unfair. I bet you have no idea.I can’t forgive you, but being this angry is only 
hurting me and holding me back. I’m going to move forward – and not let your 
carelessness keep impacting on my life. I deserve better than this and I will 
have better – day by day I will let go of this and stop your actions impacting on 
me more than they have to. – Jim
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2 Anger Testimony Videos
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Work on appraisals 
n Patients may have distortions about the intent of the perpetrator’s 

actions, about why the perpetrator harmed them or why people were 
not there to help them

n Therapists show empathy: make clear on side of patient

Useful questions:
n Why do you think [person responsible for trauma] did this?
n Are there any other explanations for their behavior?
n How do you think [person responsible for trauma] was feeling at the 

time?
n Is there anything else that contributed to [outcome of the situation]?
n If someone else had been there at the time instead of you, what 

would have happened to them?
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Work on appraisals - examples

“NHS staff ignored me as I’m not British”
“Police took my finger prints like a criminal”

n Provide/find out Information about reasons for the procedures 
(e.g. taking finger prints) and about the difficult work 
conditions in these setting (understaffing, time pressure, 
triage systems)

n Help patients realize treatment not intended to be 
disrespectful or neglectful. 
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Memory work - anger

n New information from work on appraisals used to update 
hot spots

n Work on stimulus discrimination for triggers of irritability 
can also help

Jim 

Triggers 

Intervention

Smell of smoke trigger irritability and anger felt 
at time of trauma when driver smoked after 
hitting him with car 

Practice Then v Now with cigarette smoke
Updating trauma memory new information: 
“Man in shock rather than pleased with himself for 
hitting me”
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When angry thoughts go 
round & round 

n Rumination interventions 
n Labelling rumination (e.g. ‘my circular 

thinking’) or with image (‘my thought 
carousel’)

n Remind patient of disadvantages of 
anger 

n Decision to stop ‘I’m going to let it go’ 
and plan activity to get out of head
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Revenge plans 

n Some patients become preoccupied with revenge plans
n Discuss advantages & disadvantages
n Channel their energy into other more constructive 

actions 
n Assess risk of intent to carry out plans 
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Key anger control strategies 
(see Novaco)

1) Recognize responding to a trauma memory
2) Learn to identify and discriminate triggers
3) Identify warning signs that the anger is getting out of control. 
4) Identify actions for when warning signs present (flash card)
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19. Rumination

n Unhelpful, circular thinking about questions such 
as as “What if..?”, “Why me?”

n Often connected to appraisals about 
responsibility, humilitation or unfairness

n May start intentionally, but perceived as 
uncontrollable, difficult to stop

n Goal: Spot rumination and disengage
n Memory work may directly reduce rumination
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Reducing Rumination 1

n Distinguish rumination from intrusive memories (patients 
often mix up with‘memories’ to begin with)

n Discuss if rumination is helpful and what it has achieved 
– mind playing tricks with ‘illusion of usefulness’?

n Help identify and label process and raise awareness so 
can be nipped in the bud; an idiosyncratic label may be 
helpful (e.g. “my spaghetti thinking”)

n Watch out for in-session rumination and use as 
opportunity to raise awareness/label process; may need 
to agree with patient that you will interrupt them if this 
occurs
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Reducing Rumination 2

n Disengage from rumination
- label and postpone (“worry chair“)
- label and use range of alternative behaviours
that interrupt rumination 

n Reduce setting conditions more likely to promote 
rumination (e.g. sitting for hours, nothing to do)

n Decide what can be changed and what cannot, 
and focus on what can be done in present

n Transform “why“ thinking into “how“ thinking
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20. PERCEIVED PERMANENT CHANGE
n Information about PTSD symptoms and normalising
n Reclaiming your life assignments (if very depressed, 

behavioural activation)
n Work on overgeneralisation: What is and what is not 

permanent? What is possible in the future? Would other 
agree with interpretations about the self?

n Acknowledge losses and empathise
n Identify what has not changed or can be reclaimed in a 

different way
n Problem solving re. objective long-term problems, e.g.,  

physical and financial consequences, losses
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Permanent Physical Change:  3 Types of 
Concerns

People feel as though they look different, do 
not have the same abilities, and will not fit in.  
They will be rejected.

Physical injury can create loss of function 
and this can make people feel depressed 
and hopeless about the future.

Physical injury can make people feel 
vulnerable and as though they are more likely 
to have another traumatic event.

1

2

3

Typical maintaining behaviours linked to each type of concerns (e.g., 
(1) hiding injuries, social withdrawal; (2) give up career plans; (3) safety 
behaviours.
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Concern 1:  ‘I look different’

ü Film feedback:  what do other people 
notice and what do they think?

ü How do other people respond to me?
ü Make a survey

Concern 1:

‘I look different’

Concerns that lead to a fear of 
rejection include:  ‘I look 
defective’ ‘I look different,’ and 
‘People will stare at me.  They 
may reject me.’
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Concern 2:  ‘My life is over.’

Consider:
¨ What have you lost?
¨ What does that mean to you?
¨ How does that make you feel?
¨ What will you miss?
¨ What experiences can you bring into 

your life to fulfill what you are 
missing?

¨ What can you do?  What has not 
been lost?

¨ Create updated thoughts on loss

Concern 2:

‘I feel depressed. 
My life is over.’
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Concern 3:  ‘I am vulnerable and unsafe.’

n Focus of attention
n Focusing on danger makes us feel afraid.  

Focusing on what is actually happening 
helps us feel more at ease.

n Being safe
n When is my checking too much? (If I 

believed I was 100% safe, how many 
times would I need to do this?)

n Address memory triggers
n Run images on to include being safe now

Concern 3:

‘I am vulnerable
and unsafe.’
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20. Appraisals: Death of Others

n PTSD blocks natural grief process
n Deceased appears “stuck” (still suffering) 

at time of trauma (nowness of memories, 
appearance of dead body, undignified 
death/ funeral)

n Traumatic memories intrusive – difficulty 
remembering other memories of deceased. 
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PTSD linked to traumatic 
bereavement:   Common themes

Guilt/ Sef-Blame/ Regrets
I should have done more to protect my loved one
It is my fault they died
I should not have shouted at them
I should have told them that I loved them

Permanent Change/ Life meaningless/ Loss
I am a different person. I have lost everything. I have 
nothing left that is worth living for.

Alienation/ Social Disconnection
I am different to other people now. I have to hide 
my grief to be accepted.

Unfairness and Anger
I cannot accept how unfair it is that they died and others lived

Deceased suffering, not at peace, dishonoured
Linked to hot spots in memory

Cognitive Themes after Traumatic Loss
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Unhelpful Strategies after Loss
n Rumination

n Avoidance of memories, of sharing the loss

n Proximity-seeking behaviours

n Social withdrawal

n Safety-seeking behaviours, such as excessive checking,
over-protecting others, make extra plans to prepare for things 
going wrong
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Traumatic loss of significant other -
Can CT-PTSD be applied?  YES
n Acknowledge loss, empathy, do not rush into cognitive 

restructuring or hot spot work
n Normalise emotional reactions including grief, anger, 

relief

n Show interest in the deceased and the relationship
n Elicit personal meanings of death to survivor (e.g., self-

blame, regrets about things said/ not said, life no longer 
has meaning) and discuss, often before memory work

n Imagery important for updating meanings of hot spots

n Often need to discuss beliefs about afterlife and cultural 
beliefs about death for updating

n Rebuilding life
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Rebuilding life after loss
n Rebuild or re-connect with life and other people
n Carefully planned with the client

n Common blocking thoughts 
¨ ‘I shouldn’t be enjoying myself’. ‘I don’t deserve to sit still or relax’, ‘All 
the memories will come flooding in if I stop keeping myself busy’
¨ Others will not want to spend time with me/ do not want to hear about 
my grief. 
¨ I am safer on my own. I will break down. It will drain all my energy 
pretending I am OK.

n May include role plays, surveys and behavioural 
experiments to test predictions of other people’s responses 
and create new beliefs about life continuing to have 
meaning without the deceased
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Working with Appraisals Linked to 
Common Cognitive Themes
n Guilt & Self-Blame – surveys, pie charts, what the 

patient did that was helpful, imagery (e.g., conversation 
with deceased)

n Anger – listening and empathy first, anger letter, cost-
benefit analysis

n Permanent Change – empathise, consider what is 
possible in the future, what has not been lost, what the 
deceased would want for the patient (incl imagery), 
rebuild life and social contacts

n Loss – meaning of the loved one, taking the meaning 
forward in imagery, create continuity, transform loss 
images, 

n Deceased still suffering/ not at peace/ dishonoured -
Memory work, imagery work accompanying deceased to 
peaceful place
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Deceased still suffering/ not at peace/ 
dishonoured: Points to consider

What are the religious beliefs of your client? Cultural 
beliefs and rituals around death.

What are their thoughts of the afterlife?

What are their thoughts about the duration of 
suffering and the death of their loved one?

Near Death Video can address fear of continued 
suffering

Consult Faith/Community Leaders/Medical Experts/ 
Police Reports if meanings around violation of 
religious/ cultural rules/ circumstances of death
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Helping patients think of the 
deceased in a new way and access 
memories of deceased when well

‘He is not 
here anymore.’

‘How can I take 
him with me?’INTRODUCE

• Imagery

• Also facilitate remembering times when 
deceased was alive, e.g, story of relationship 
photos 
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Clinical Example: Geraldine

Geraldine

PTSD

Rumination

Self-blame

Key features

19 year old daughter killed whilst cycling by 
teenagers who had stolen a car.  

‘Why did she die? Why didn’t her friend 
die?  She suffered.’

‘I didn’t protect her.’ ‘I am a failure.’

PTSD, traumatic bereavement, Major 
Depression
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Components of treatment
n Cognitive assessment
n Identifying personal meaning
n Addressing guilt cognitions
n Imagery work – what would you like to say to her?
n Addressing avoidance, rebuild daily routine and social contacts
n Imagery work – where would you like her to be?
n Identify hot spots
n Update hot spots
n Imagery to carry daughter with her
n Stimulus Discrimination
n Dealing with rumination: answers to why? questions
n Depression
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Addressing Avoidance
n Bedroom
n How would you like to remember 

your loved one?
n What qualities did they embody?
n How can we think about 

transforming the room so it brings to 
mind some of those qualities? 

n How may we think about 
transforming it so it is a peaceful 
place for you?
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Imagery work
n Imagery – where would you like her to 

be (after discussion of beliefs about 
afterlife)?

n Updating hotspots

n Calling to mind the deceased in a place 
where patient enjoyed time with them

n Saying good-bye in imagery

n Carrying daughter with me, similar to 
imagery rescripting
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Questions:  When things have been 
left unsaid

n Is there anything you would 
like to say to Anna?

n Is there anything she would 
like to say to you?

n Is there anything she needs?
n Is there anything you need?
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Videos

n Video imagery work in traumatic 
bereavement

Discussion

n Patient testimony
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Overview of a case 
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Targets for Fatima’s treatment
Trauma memory 

fragmented, disjointed

APPRAISALS:
I’m going to die, never see my kids again, 

This could happen anytime, They have ruined my life, 
I’ve lost everything, I’m no longer a person, I’m 

worthless

TRIGGERS:
Young men, hooded jumpers, 

knives, trains, loud men, 
London accents, swearing, 
violence on TV, strangers 

standing  close

CURRENT THREAT
Intrusions, nightmares,
arousal, anxiety, anger, 

depression, shame

Unhelpful strategies:
Thought suppression, rumination, avoidance of talking about trauma, triggers/reminders, 

no longer working/leaving house 

Elaborate Identify & modify

Discriminate

Give up

Reduce

150
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Treatment overview
ü Psychoeducation/Normalizing
ü Thought suppression
ü Reclaiming life (weekly)
ü Reliving & identifying hotspots 
ü Updating (e.g.‘I’m going to die’)
ü Stimulus discrimination in&out office&@ 

her work 
ü Restructuring appraisals (e.g.‘I lost 

everything’) 
ü Updating (reclaiming helpful here)
ü Rumination (reclaiming life helpful)
ü Letting go of anger 
ü Restructuring anger appraisals (‘Treated 

me as if worthless’)
ü Updating 
ü Restructuring appraisals overgeneralised

danger 
ü Behavioural experiments
ü Site Visit
ü Review updated story
ü Blueprint
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Fatima’s progress
Fatima’s progress
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22. Complexity

n Comorbidity
n Multiple/ prolonged trauma
n Social problems 
n Losses/ missed opportunities in life

153
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Additional symptoms complex PTSD 
(ICD-11)

n Affect dysregulation
n Negative self-concept
n Interpersonal disturbances
Open question: Additional interventions/skills training  
necessary? 

CT-PTSD: same intervention principles but order adapted to 
complex presentation, e.g. stimulus discrimination or 
cognitive work (eliciting themes, initial restructuring) before 
reliving, time-lines, responding to crises, techniques for low 
self-worth
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Comorbidity

Panic Attacks
n Can interfere with willingness to do reliving
n Often needs to be addressed before trauma

memory work
n Information about trauma memory or assumed

damage to body during trauma often helpful
n Vicious cycle of panic, behavioural experiment
n Set up reliving as experiment
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Comorbidity
Depression
n Very common
n Emphasis on reclaiming your life and permanent 

change interventions, reducing rumination and 
inactivity

n Daily reclaiming your life/ behavioural activation 
assignments, therapist takes active role

n Restructure meaning of trauma for view of self
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Multiple/ Prolonged Trauma
n Find common themes
n Select one to start with 
n Do elements from other traumas come up in reliving?
n Does updating generalize?
n Do new meanings emerge?
n Reclaiming/ rebuilding your life especially important
n Maintaining behaviours important, e.g., chronic 

hypervigilance; sometimes increase the chance of 
further trauma

n Other techniques, e.g., positive data log, prejudice 
model, surveys
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Dealing with Complexity
Social Problems

Can interfere with progress in therapy

n Problem solving
n Write letters of support (e.g., housing)
n Encourage support from other people
n Still maintain trauma focus in therapy
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Social problems - Eduardo 

n Hierarchy of need
n Eduardo single room 

B&B with wife & baby
n Unable to bath baby
n Noise constant, 

triggers dissociation
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Problem Solving

n Intervention from therapist required
n Moved into flat no furniture or fridge
n Problem solving in session – freerecycle.org
n Improved mood & sense safety aided TF work
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23. Supervision Issues

n Therapist (and supervisor) interfering beliefs and fears re 
memory work

n Effects on therapists

n Patients may have many cognitive distortions: identify
those that lead to current threat
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Effects on the therapist

n Emotional exhaustion/ ‘compassion fatigue’

n Secondary PTSD/’vicarious traumatisation’

n Change in belief systems
¨ Watch behaviours 
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Looking after yourself

n Supervision
n Informal peer support
n Caseload mix
n Option to decline to take a case?
n Use CBT… (eg Trigger discrimination)
n General self care strategies

¨ Exercise, social contact, moderate alcohol use etc.
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